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2018 Commencement Address

Good evening, graduates.  You and your colleagues are 
recipients of:
• 1688 academic awards including a record 1181 

degrees (20 Bachelor and 1161 Associate) and 509 
certificates.  

• You range in age from 18 to 74 
• 282 of you are graduating with honors, with 13 

Kappa Beta Delta members and 74 Phi Theta 
Kappa members 

• 38 of you are Veterans 
• 357 of you are the first to graduate from college in 

your family.  
• 11 of you are Foster Youth
• 14 of you are Promise Scholars
• And 53 of you are international students, 

representing 22 countries

For many, it is a family affair.  Congratulations to 
• Cousins - Brandi Barrera and Taima Masoli
• Mother and Son - Gregory Alexander Benavides 

and Teresa Benavides 
• Sisters - Gabriel Decena and Kathleen Decena 
• Husband and Wife - Tiffany Dilla Estrellado and 

Alan Daly
• Brother and Sister - Jordan Isaiah Pierce-Fuller 

and Jazmine Fuller
• Sisters - Julia Ann Gonzales and Jody Gonzales
• Brother and Sister - Amada Fabiola Jibaja Prado 

and Luis Jibaja 
• Husband and Wife - Allan T. Tablante and 

Angeline Tablante
• Patricia Ann Mary Cunningham Donnelly and 

Carolann O’day

In addition, we have students who are related to Skyline 
College Employees:
• Mei Ling Karen Lai – Neice of Belinda Chan in the 

Planning, Research and Institutional Effectiveness 
office  

• Cindy Suarez – Sister of Adriana Johnston in A&R 
• Ana MarÃ a Lopez - her daughter is Melissa 

Elizabeth Lopez
• Giyha Marae Margate – Daughter of Golda 

Margate in the VPSS office

At this time, I would like to ask anyone who is currently 
serving or has served in the Armed Forces to please 
stand so that we can applaud you.

All of the graduates who are transferring to a 4-year 
university or private college please stand to be 
recognized for your accomplishment. 

Now this is also a special graduation for Skyline College 
and for the students who are making history being the 
first to receive a bachelor’s degree from a California 
community college.  This represents not only their 
accomplishment but the excellent work of the faculty, 
staff and administration in the college and the system to 
make this opportunity available to the public.  Calling 
out and honoring the leadership of Chancellor Ron 
Galatolo, Former Vice Presidents of Instruction, Dr. 
Sarah Perkins and Aaron McVean, SMT Dean Ray 
Hernandez and Professor Brian Daniels and state 
chancellor’s office staff, Dr. Pam Walker and Jacque 
Escajada, who along with countless adjunct faculty, staff 
and professional organizational/industry partners made 
this happen. 
 
This means you have a lot of celebrating to do—so my 
goal is to provide you with a few comments that are bold 
enough to get your attention and short enough to keep 
your attention.  
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You see, I am hoping that there will be many more 
important milestones like this one in your life- so many 
that you won’t be able to remember them all- but do 
remember this:

You chose a wonderful academically excellent, warm 
and welcoming college that embraces the diversity of 
people, languages, religions, perspectives, beliefs and 
customs of our community. You chose a college that 
values social justice and understands the importance 
of academically rigorous and excellent education in 
making this world a better place. Therefore, it isn’t the 
case that you simply were able to fit in. Look at you.  You 
were able to thrive, to soar.

You are graduating at a time where there are those 
in some of the highest and most influential/powerful 
offices of the land who are literally debating what is 
known to be settled science.  

Many of them are educated but they allow ideology 
to override their educated selves.  Take care; value the 
science, the arts, the humanities, the social science that 
informs your thinking.  Recognize that education and 
knowledge is about much more than the utilitarian 
notion of getting a job.  Now do not get me wrong, 
we all want to be meaningfully employed but become 
employed doing what you love and using what you 
learned to make the world better for all.  

You now have the ability to interrogate, critique, and 
listen for the creation of knowledge.  Be the person 
that creates the next driver of human advancement or 
solves the threats of climate change.  Be the person that 
develops the economic philosophy that minimizes the 
disparities and provides for the basic human rights of 
food, shelter and safety.  Be the person that unlocks the 
puzzles of so many phenomenon that create or sustain 
human misery around the globe. 

Yes, you are educated.  You have the ability to construct 
and co-construct knowledge and the ways in which we 
understand this world.  

We are always building on accomplishments of those 
before us -- Contributing to the cumulative human 
efforts of our time and before.  You can use what 
you learned in the arts, sciences and humanities and 
technical fields to think critically and create beautiful 
things with your hands as well as your minds.  

All of it is part of the cumulative human effort – We all 
play a small part by participating in what will be known 
as history.

Moreover, you have the ability to articulate that 
knowledge in ways that serve you and others.  However, 
to do so, you have to have a critical consciousness and in 
this globalized context, some cultural, social and racial 
literacy.  

I want you to understand and acknowledge the 
power of language and, I want you to understand and 
acknowledge the language of power.  That is what you 
must remember.

If you are to use your education to make a difference 
in this world, to make sure that it ever even mattered 
that you were on this earth in the first place; an intense 
understanding of the concepts of power and the socio-
political underpinnings that impact our realities are 
a prerequisite not only for your success but for our 
survival.  

Here is another memorable part. Look to your left/right.
Set your eyes on the faculty in all of their regalia. This is 
what it looks like when you dedicate your life’s work to 
something other than yourself.  This faculty have given 
a lifetime of work, commitment, scholarship and service 
to making sure that you have this moment in time, this 
moment in your life.   Take a moment to consider the 
sheer selfless-ness of this type of commitment. 

Now close your eyes and imagine all of the little children 
who are a part of your life.  Your family, neighbors, 
friends. You are the embodiment of their hopes and 
aspirations – you are the embodiment of what is possible 
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for them. That means your success and their future are 
inextricably linked.  Take them to higher places.

Another thing—you did not get here alone.  You had 
help and support along the way – from someone - 
friends, family and strangers.  Now it is time for you to 
consider helping others.  Start a small scholarship even 
if it is just 100 bucks to buy a book or class materials for 
someone coming up behind you.  Pay it forward as you 
leave us behind.

Remember Skyline College. Think of us as you make 
career choices. Come back and be the professors 
and directors, the deans and coordinators, the vice 
presidents, the public safety personnel and facilities 
staff, the classified staff and auxiliary staff and even the 
President that we so desperately appreciate and need in 
order to stand up here the next year and the next and the 
next in service to you and those who will follow. 

Finally, leave us with this idea in mind. This nation of 
immigrants is already great because people used their 
education, no matter what level, formal and informal --- 
to work hard, to challenge the status quo and stand up to 
injustice.  People looked at the issues of their times and 
gave their blood, sweat, tears, heart and soul so many 
could learn together, live together, walk, talk, eat, play 
together.  

Moreover, believe it or not, these rights and privileges 
herein are not set in stone.  If you fail to pay attention 
and act, you can lose the very thing lives were lost to 
get – your democracy and the freedoms so many of us 
take for granted.  

We are witnessing, first hand, what it looks like to deny 
the humanity of wholesale communities of people based 
on their immigration status.  In this nation, built by 
immigrants, great because of immigrants –  Let’s not 
forget what it looks like when we are kind, and caring, 
empathetic and compassionate to no end.  

Graduates please stand if you are old enough to vote.  
Remain standing if you are registered to vote, remain 
standing if you voted in the last election.  

Look around, these are the heroes and heroines who are 
preserving the democracy.  

Im going to give you a final exam – the great news is 
that I going to tell you the answer.  The answer is Vote:

• There are forces right now erecting barriers to make 
it harder for some groups of people to exercise their 
rights – but what can you do about it? 

• There are organized efforts to marginalize, oppress, 
disenfranchise certain groups but what can you do 
about it?

• There are structural efforts that create and maintain 
income disparities that are unbelievable, but what 
can you do about it?

• There is racism, sexism, ageism, discrimination 
based on ability, but what can you do about it?  

• There is anti-youth sentiment and anti-
intellectualism, but what can you do about it?

• Our justice system is anything but just, but what can 
you do about it?

• We are over-consuming and living in a way that 
threats the environment and the mere sustainability 
of the planet – but what can you do about it? 

• Our policies seem to benefit the haves consistently 
over the have-nots, but what can you do about it?

• Our policies are making education an even more 
difficulty thing to attain, but what can you do about 
it? 

• Yes, young people are graduating with unprecedented 
student loan debt because of our policies, but you 
can do something about it.  

• This wealthiest nation on the planet, people – human 
beings are homeless and hungry, but what can you 
do about it?

• Yes, children in America are hungry, but what can 
you do about it?
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These seem like intractable problems.  Problems that 
people say can never be fixed, they are just too big.  But 
I beg to differ.  You can do something about every one 
of them.  Many of you can vote.  

Many can -- but many do not.  I am challenging you 
not to let another election cycle, large or small, 2 year 
or 4 year go by without you being fully engaged and 
enfranchised, lest you let others decide for you what 
is in your and your communities’ best interest.  Now 
please stand if you commit to using and not wasting 
your right to vote.

You have received many lessons here at Skyline College. 
You are educated.   

I hope you recognize this most important lesson.  Stand 
up and be counted. VOTE!  

I wish you all the success and happiness you deserve. 
Congratulations Skyline College Class of 2018! 

International Student Attending UN 
Women’s Conference in Washington DC

Skyline College’s international student, Nellyana 
Altuve-Rojo, was selected to attend the annual 
National Conference for College Women Student 
Leaders (“NCCWSL”). The conference will be held in 
Washington, DC from May 30 – June 2, 2018.

The NCCWSL is an annual United Nations sponsored 
conference that is held to provide a space dedicated to 
empowering college women. The conference will be 
made up of various forums and panels that are aimed 

at transforming and educating young women leaders. 
Nellyana will be one of 800 women from colleges 
and universities all around the United States at the 
conference.

One of Nellyana’s goals at the conference is to learn 
more about the impact that women have in politics 
today. Nellyana’s academic goal is to earn a bachelor’s 
degree in Political Science so that she can pursue her 
dream of working with the United Nations, specifically 
in the International Relations and Politics Department 
to combat issues of poor economies in Latin American 
countries including her homeland, Venezuela. With 
her participation in this conference, it is obvious that 
her dreams align with her actions and that she is surely 
paving her way to a successful career.

Article by Naledi Mthembu | Photo by Zaw Min Khant

Skyline College Hosts Faculty Open 
Educational Resource (OER) Training 
Series

Zero Textbook Cost (ZTC) and Open Educational 
Resource (OER) Champions recently participated in the 
Skyline College ISKME Open Educational Resources 
training series.

Over the course of three workshops, faculty and early 
adopters:
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• Engaged in hands-on work exploring the what, why, 
and how of OER

• Explored courseware improvement tools and 
developed collaborative workflows to identify, 
remix, and design resources.

• Road-mapped strategies for the A. S. Respiratory 
Care pilot project and refined workflows for individual 
course implementation and college-wide adoption.

Coordinated by the Center for Transformative Teaching 
and Learning (CTTL) and the OER Team, the OER 
training series capitalized on the momentum of OpenEd 
Week and moved the ZTC Grant project forward. 
Skyline College’s first zero textbook cost (ZTC) degree 
pathway, A.S. in Respiratory Care, is set to launch fall 
2018!

Skyline College recognizes the continued high cost of 
textbooks as a barrier that impacts student success. 
Inability to afford textbooks and course materials is 
an equity issue that can be addressed through OER 
adoption and ZTC initiatives. The Skyline College 
community is committed to identifying and supporting 
textbook affordability options. Through the coordinated 
efforts of Skyline College Library, Bookstore, and the 
CTTL, Skyline College will continue to promote OER 
awareness for students and faculty, provide faculty 
professional development, and facilitate OER adoption.

Are you ready to get involved with the Skyline College 
Open Educational Resource and Zero Textbook Cost 
Movement? Visit our webpage at: http://skylinecollege.
edu/oer/ to learn more about where to get started and 
upcoming professional development opportunities.

Join the Skyline College Group at OER Commons to 
take advantage of openly shared knowledge, resources, 
and tools that can be accessed and contributed to by all 
educators.

Article by Bianca Rowden-Quince and Ame Maloney | 
Photo by Ame Maloney

WMLA Hosts Its First Short Film 
Festival

The Women’s Mentoring and Leadership Academy 
(WMLA) hosted its first ever short film festival in the 
Multicultural Hosting Gallery on May 18, 2018.

The film festival was a special project that was part of the 
COMM 160: Gender and Communication course that 
several of the women were enrolled in this semester. This 
project was the culmination of a 10-day film workshop 
called ActWrite, founded and led by Mrs. Teresa Dowell-
Vest, MFA. Terésa Dowell-Vest is the founder of Diva 
Blue Productions and Publications, and is a Professor 
of Film and TV Production at Prairie View A and M 
University. She is a three time Geoffrey Award (Santa 
Monica Theatre Guild) winning director and a NAACP 
Theater Award nominee.

During the film festival, audience members were able to 
see short films starring WMLA participants that were 
written, directed and edited by students enrolled in the 
course, along with the assistance of Mrs. Dowell-Vest. 
All of the films highlighted experiences, issues and 
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challenges that many of the women face in everyday life. 
Some of the films were comedic in nature and others 
were more serious, highlighting issues impacting women 
that were discussed during class sessions. The 10-day 
workshop included four days of writing and editing 
stories into film scripts, three days of acting and filming, 
then finally two days of editing and producing films. 
The final day of the workshop included the presentation 
of the short-films to the campus community. The film 
festival line-up included:

• Because I’m Different written by Abiodun Forsythe
• Self-Cleaning Bathroom written by Gwen Jones
• The Rise of the Slip written by Patrice Robinson
• My First Relationship written by Ashley Lopez 

(featuring Ernest Bediako)
• What Did I Leave Behind written by Anasanique 

Fountaine
• Home Documentary Series Trailer written by Naledi 

Mthembu
• Story Project (with song Rincon Yuvateco by Porter) 

by Jane Arias

Several other women in WMLA wrote scripts as well, but 
due to time constraints they weren’t able to be included 
in this year’s film festival.

WMLA thanks Mrs. Terésa Dowell-Vest for her talent, 
and her guidance, wisdom and humor throughout 
the project. We also would like to thank Board of 
Trustee member, Maurice Goodman, Vice President of 
Administrative Services, Eloisa Briones, Grace Beltran, 
Jessica Hurless, Martina Center-Goodman, Lucia 
Lachmayr, Carlos Romero, and members of Brothers 
Achieving Milestones for their support during the film 
festival.

Article by Danielle Powell

Students Exploring Careers and 
Engaging with Employers through 
the Career Services Center

The Career Services Center is happy to share that our 
efforts in supporting students over the past semester 
with career exploration and employer connections 
has been successful via the services and programs we 
provide.

Through, Get Work Wednesdays, a service that connects 
students directly to local employers who are actively 
looking to hire on the spot, we have been able to connect 
over 25 employers with over 300 students! Many of 
these employers shared that the students they interacted 
with showed excellent skills in communication, were 
well organized, and seemed prepared to engage in 
conversations around the World of Work. Additionally, 
at least 60% of employers surveyed indicated that they 
had conducted on the spot interviews and were able to 
successfully hire students for the positions they were 
advertising. Some employers reported that they were 
able to hire between 1- 3 students as a result of their 
participation in GWW.

Additionally, we were also able to host an Amazon 
Hiring Event for students! Amazon representatives 
hosting the event shared they were able to conduct over 
15 on-the-spot interviews, with 9 job offers going out 
to students. With such a successful event, Amazon is 
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looking forward to continuing their relationship with 
the Career Services Center so that they can host more 
hiring events and find other ways to engage with Skyline 
College students.

We are also happy to share that employer connections 
didn’t stop there. In anticipation for summer job 
opportunities and the need to support students’ search to 
find jobs, Career Services hosted our annual Career Fair 
on Tuesday, April 17. With close to 40 employers ranging 
from a wide variety of careers and industries, many 
students had the opportunity to engage and learn about 
job opportunities within and outside of the community. 
The energy was strong and students were excited to have 
the chance to connect with employers. One student 
shared that they “learned about careers I never knew I 
had access to”. Other students shared the sentiment that 
this fair exposed them to job opportunities they never 
thought about and that it gave them the chance to learn 
about what employers are looking for in candidates. And 
for some students the fair connected them to jobs within 
an industry they always wanted to learn more about. 
Overall, the event was well attended by both students 
and employers.

And in conjunction to connecting students with 
employers and jobs, the Center also hosted a workshop 
with Price Waterhouse Coopers to recruit students for 
their Summer Professional Development Internship 
programs. We are excited to share that for the 3rd 
consecutive year, 4 Skyline College students have been 
selected for the highly sought after and prestigious 
internship programs. Please help us in congratulating 
Justin Yu, Michelle Huang, Paul Dzul and Katrina Cheng 
for being accepted into the Price Waterhouse Cooper 
Explore Internship. This program will allow them 
to embark on a journey of self-discovery and career 
exploration with PwC’s culture, values, and purpose 
through a series of interactive experiences with PwC 
professionals.

And the internship opportunities didn’t stop there! 
In collaboration with Reading Partners (a President’s 
Innovation Fund Project dating back to 2013-2014), 
on Wednesday, February 28, the Center hosted a tutor 
orientation for Reading Partners. With close to 20 
students in attendance, Reading Partner representatives 
informed us that they have now hired many new 
wonderful tutors to help support their program. This 
is exciting news and a step in the right direction to 
ensuring the Center is continuing to support our local 
elementary schools, while also connecting Skyline 
College students to service learning, volunteering, and 
community involvement.

With all these volunteer opportunities and employer 
connections, students also need to be resume and 
interview ready and so with the help of the Center’s staff, 
over 80 students were provided assistance with resume 
and interview readiness. Students who participated 
in a survey about their experiences during these 
appointments shared that the staff member was “…able 
to provide me with a solid foundation of skills to better 
prepare my resume for future job opportunities” and that 
thanks to these sessions one student reported that they 
“…felt more confident in their abilities in interviewing 
and updating their resume.” Of the students surveyed, 
over 60% indicated that they were able to acquire a job 
or were in the process of acquiring one.

And with that, Career Services is looking very much 
forward to our up-coming fall 2018 semester as we 
prepare to host more employer visits, the Meet Your 
Major Fair and Season Job Fair, along with more resume 
and interview workshops so that we may continue to 
support career exploration and job readiness for Skyline 
College students.

Article by Michele Haggar | Photo by Kevin Perez
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Bachelor of Science in Respiratory 
Care Graduates its First Cohort

The Bachelor of Science in Respiratory Care (BSRC) 
Program graduated its first cohort on May 25, 2018.  
Twenty students walked across the stage and were 
recognized for their accomplishments.  Students of the 
inaugural cohort are licensed practitioners employed all 
around the bay area and are excited about the opportunity 
in furthering their education and expanding professional 
opportunities in respiratory care.  Professional 
experience for students in the program range from newly 
graduated to thirty years of experience in the field.  This 
diverse experience has enriched the classroom learning 
environment for students and faculty. Most graduates 
indicate professional advancement into new areas 
of respiratory care to include specialty populations, 
leadership positions, and educator opportunities.  Over 
50% of the students indicate that they plan to seek Master 
level education.

Through an exit survey, most graduates identified the 
following as strengths of the program; 1. the interaction 
with diverse and knowledgeable faculty and professional 
community members coupled with exposure to many 
diverse areas of practice, and 2. the excellent community 
support and quality educational content. Graduates felt 
the Skyline College BSRC Program is of equal or greater 
quality and value compared to other like programs.

The BSRC program is a two year degree completion 
program which provides licensed respiratory care 
practitioners with associate degrees the opportunity 
to obtain a bachelors degree in their continued field of 
study.  The program has been developed for working 
adults in mind as most enrolled students are employed 
full time.  Courses are delivered in nine week terms and 
offered in hybrid format allowing flexibility for students 
to coordinate work and home obligations while attending 
school.  

Beginning Fall 2018, the program will be offered fully 
online and integrates synchronous and asynchronous 
instruction.  Synchronous instruction will create real 
time touch points to support persistence and student 
success.  Tutoring, library services, and counseling will 
be embedded into the online environment to further 
enhance student success.

Skyline College is one of 15 pilot programs authorized by 
the state of California to award bachelor degrees within 
community colleges and is one of the first to graduate 
their inaugural cohort.

Fall Semester Opening Day

To kick off the 2018-2019 Academic Year, Skyline 
College will host Opening Day to welcome all faculty 
and staff on Tuesday, August 15, 2017 in the theater, 
the day before fall classes begin. This is a chance for the 
campus community to come together and reenergize 
for another year of focusing on the continuation of the 
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comprehensive college redesign and supporting students 
to achieve their academic goals.

Dr. Regina Stanback Stroud, President of Skyline College 
will set the tone for the year with the theme of a redesign 
mindset. The annual Skyline Shines winners from both 
the community and the college will be announced and 
awarded, as is tradition at Opening Day.

This year, we are fortunate to welcome and honor 29 
new faculty and staff members to the Skyline College 
community who are either new to the college or have 
been promoted or reassigned to new positions.

The Design Team Co-Leads who have engaged in a year 
of working leading the campus in a Comprehensive 
College Redesign will present where we’ve been and 
where we are going.

We look forward to welcoming all faculty and staff back 
to campus for Opening Day 2018! Here’s to a year filled 
with student success and completion!

Article by Cherie Colin

Success Summit

The Success Summit is a half-day forum designed to 
bring together business and civic leaders from all sectors 
to discuss innovative strategies for solving tough issues 
that affect San Mateo County businesses and residents. 

In dynamic breakout sessions, participants will meet 
face-to-face with key decision makers within the county, 
including elected officials, business and industry leaders, 
employers and educators and gain insight on how 
they can effectively work to shape the future of their 
community and their business.

Breakout sessions will offer knowledge on topics of 
importance to the region through an overview of 
current trends and activities presented by a panel of 
experts, a moderated question and answer session, and 
the opportunity for attendees to add their voice to the 
conversation contributing their perspectives, sharing 
solutions and providing their choices for shaping forward 
movement and successful outcomes.

The Success Summit is presented by the President’s 
Council of Skyline College and sponsored by Skyline 
College, PG&E, Kaiser Permanente, San Mateo County 
Economic Development Association, Republic Services, 
the San Mateo County/Silicon Valley Convention and 
Visitors Bureau, Rotary Club of South San Francisco and 
Recology. 

The conference will be held in the Student and 
Community Center, Building 6, 2nd Floor on the Skyline 
College campus on Friday, September 28, 2018 from 8:00 
a.m. – 12:30 p.m. The early bird registration fee is $59 
through August 10th. The registration fee will increase 
to $75 on August 11th. For more information, visit www.
skylinesuccesssummit.com. 

To attend this event email Cherie Colin, Director of 
Community Relations and Marketing at colinc@smccd.
edu.

Article by Cherie Colin | Photo by Mia Coo
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Shuttle Grant Award Renewed 

Getting to Skyline College’s campus can be a 
serious challenge for many students. Limited public 
transportation options and the college’s location can 
mean long commute times, or the need to take a personal 
vehicle to campus.

To address this issue, Skyline College was awarded 
another two-year grant to continue its free non-stop, 
round trip shuttle service between the Daly City BART 
station and the campus, thanks to the San Mateo County 
Transportation Authority and the City and County 
Association of Governments of San Mateo County. The 
“Skyline College Express” shuttle service began running 
in August 2016 and will now continue service for another 
two years.

The shuttle has been a huge success, with ridership 
outpacing original estimates – students took 33,923 
rides on the shuttle in fall 2017 and on average, 5,287 
rides per month. Open to students, faculty, staff, and 
community members, the incredible positive response 
underscores the critical need for this service and the 
impact of removing a common logistical and financial 
barrier for students. Potential students who otherwise 
had no means of transportation to attend college now 
have access to world-class educational opportunities.

Article by Connor Fitzpatrick | Photo by Kevin Perez

Opening Day
August 14, 2018

7:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Skyline College Theater, Building 1

Success Summit
September 28, 2018

8:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Skyline College Student and Community Center

Building 6, 2nd Floor

Upcoming Events


